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 . In the opening episode of the second series, the show centres on four friends from Marley College who have no idea what to
do with their lives. After inadvertently turning up to their sixth form college drunk, they give up their studies and start looking
for jobs. I just remembered when i was about 15 or 16 I went to buy a DVD of it. In our local video shop, they would order the
latest British releases, and this was one of them. And it was £1.99. I was so excited. I mean i knew it was a comedy. It was going

to be filled with the kind of off-the-wall pop culture references that made me love British comedy so much. But it was $1.99.
And it was Going to be the worst thing I’d ever seen. I would have bought anything for $1.99 at the time. I was an idiot. I wish I

could tell you that the Inbetweeners is my favourite comedy now. I can’t. It took me years to get to the point where I would
regularly sit down and watch a comedy for laughs. If I want to watch a comedy for laughs, I will watch Mr Bean (I just love that
guy), or Black Books, or The Office. If I want to watch a comedy for laughs, I will watch Yes Minister, or The Two Ronnies, or
Absolutely Fabulous. If I want to watch a comedy for laughs, I will watch Hancock’s Half Hour, or Red Dwarf, or Get Him To

The Greek. If I want to watch a comedy for laughs, I will watch Miranda, or Extras, or Little Britain. If I want to watch a
comedy for laughs, I will watch 30 Rock, or Saturday Night Live, or Arrested Development. If I want to watch a comedy for

laughs, I will watch Coupling, or The Office, or Black Adder. If I want to watch a comedy for laughs, I will watch The Office,
or Black Adder, or Extras. If I want to watch a comedy for laughs, I will watch The Office, or Black Adder, or Extras. If I want
to watch a comedy for laughs, I will watch The Office, or Black Adder, or Extras. If I want to watch a comedy for laughs, I will

watch The Office, or Black Adder, or Extras. If I want to watch a comedy for laughs, I will watch The Office, or Black
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